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“Every crisis is an opportunity” – ubiquitous
Problem: Pandemic. A worldwide respiratory virus is spreading through human-to-human contact
without a preventative vaccine. Big problem. Exposure is stealth. Persons infected shed the coronavirus
without being symptomatic. Mortality of those
infected is somewhere around 3%, but for those
over 60 years of age, risks are much higher. The
science of this disease is evolving, but it is clear
that COVID-19 aerosols can be disbursed by
coughing and stay alive while airborne for up to
3+ hours, translocate throughout buildings
suspended in HVAC systems, then finally settle on
surfaces remaining viable for an additional 3+
hours (cardboard) or 2-3 days (stainless steel or
plastic). Currently, a 6-foot personal radius and frequent handwashing are recommended personal
hygiene controls. Obviously, these are only a portion of a social distancing control strategy as social media,
telephone and quarantine are options. Environmental surveillance will be requested.
As of March 18, 2020 the morbidity & mortality numbers are in the table below.**
Location
Total Cases
Total Deaths
% Mortality
United States
7,038
150
2.1
Global
213,254
8843
4.1
** Cases are doubling every few days due to a combination of increased testing and viral spread.
Not business as unusal. Some sectors of the economy are suffering more than others – services, retail,
entertainment, travel, hospitality and manufacturing. A few are benefiting – consumer staples,
telecommuting
and
healthcare.
Is there a concern for
recession?
The
fundamentals for a
recession aren’t there.
Financial stress tests
required by Dodd-Frank
legislation have ensured
bank reserves. Federal
Reserve
policy
has
deployed
structural

backstops that will eventually work to overcome COVID-19 fiscal impacts. Unfortunately, the longest bull
stock market in history (2009-2020) has ended with a severe upper respiratory illness and it may be awhile
before the S&P 500 PE ratio returns to over 20. Sometimes, things just happen.
Opportunity: People who already spend 90% of their time indoors now will experience an interlude of
home-based activity. This will put a bright light on internet infrastructure performance and the
productivity achievable from work from home. How will it work out? Employees will embrace freedom
from office constraints and employers will wonder if they have just witnessed the Hawthorn effect – the
act of measuring something creates change in and by itself. Overall desire for adoption will increase.
The re-scaled work capacity created by work from home will be a boom for production, but diminish
efficiency. Appling economist theory, output per unit of work will go down, but will be offset by an
aggregate increase in production. Put simply, “work from home freedom will simultaneously increase
output, but lower efficiency and wages”. Nonetheless, the work from home trend is COVID-19 reinforced.
Ecostratum’s viewpoint is that workplace freedom gets the nod from management. Why? Every manager
relishes the opportunity to repurpose and deploy assets for improved efficiency. To suggest otherwise
challenges their core competency. Enter wearable technology and augmented reality to control and
measure work output.
Solution: The COVID-19 National Emergency simply accelerated adoption of the work-school from home
trend already in place and reframed the risk-reward of face-to-face social interaction.
Closing: The pressure to maintain a healthy work environment will be intense! Employers take note! The
lure of freedom to work from home coupled with improved personal safety will seem an obvious policy
decision. It will be very appealing to Gen X-Y-Z. Within the workplace, be prepared to offer continuous
feedback regarding environmental microscopic health. It will be an expectation and failure to do so will
create turnover. Remember to “think globally and act locally.” Lastly, remember that SARS (Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome circa 2006) was also a coronavirus whose pathogenic mechanisms are still not well
understood.
Next: Ecostratum is collaborating with other industrial hygienists, healthcare facilities, restoration firms
and First Responders to develop a cleaning and testing protocol. We expect several accomplishments
within the next 3-5 weeks days. We hope to be ready to assist as soon as businesses reopen.
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“Social distancing and other preventative measures help flatten the curve to keep the outbreak
within the capacity of the US healthcare system. Otherwise, facilities and staff are at risk of
being overrun.”

